The Revolt of the Black Athlete
50th Anniversary Edition
HARRY EDWARDS
With a new introduction and afterword

“The legendary Harry Edwards illuminates this edition with a deeply probing and personal half-century of perspectives, reflections, and wisdom. A generation later, it remains relevant to the current climate of athletic activism, and cannot be read without profit.”—Al-Tony Gilmore, Historian and Archivist Emeritus, National Education Association


I Fight for a Living
Boxing and the Battle for Black Manhood, 1880–1915
LOUIS MOORE

“Moore moves the reader beyond Jack Johnson by telling the stories of a generation of African Americans who labored with their fists at the beginning of the twentieth century. He weaves a narrative of migratory labor, racism, masculinity, and consumption that shaped the lives of working fighters.”—Derrick E. White, coeditor of Winning While Losing: Civil Rights, the Conservative Movement, and the Presidency from Nixon to Obama
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Baseball
A History of America’s Game
Fourth Edition
BENJAMIN G. RADER

In this fourth edition, Benjamin G. Rader updates the text with a portrait of baseball’s new order. He charts an on-the-field game transformed by analytics, an influx of Latino and Asian players, and a generation of players groomed for brute power both on the mound and at the plate. He also analyzes the behind-the-scenes revolution that brought in billions of dollars.


Hockey
A Global History
STEPHEN HARDY AND ANDREW C. HOLMAN

“This book captures the sport of hockey from its beginnings throughout the world and how it has evolved into the great international sport that we have today. A must read for anyone with a passion for hockey.”—Bill Cleary, 1960 Olympic gold medalist


Pigskin Nation
How the NFL Remade American Politics
JESSE BERRETT

“One of the best books I have read on the politics and culture of sports in the modern United States. This terrific study shows how football both reflected and transformed American politics and culture during the long 1960s.”—Larry Glickman, author of Buying Power: A History of Consumer Activism in America
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Game Faces
Sport Celebrity and the Laws of Reputation
SARAH K. FIELDS

"Although most of us are not celebrities, many people in many disciplines will profit from considering the tension between the media and the freedom they are provided by the First Amendment and the personal autonomy of famous people to control (and profit from) their names, images, and likenesses."—Daniel A. Nathan, author of Saying It’s So: A Cultural History of the Black Sox Scandal


Sex Testing
Gender Policing in Women’s Sports
LINDSAY PARKS PIEPER

"Pieper does an exceptional job of detailing the history and methods of sex/gender testing and of connecting the phenomenon to larger sociological issues about appropriate physical activity for women. . . . Essential."—Choice
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Globetrotting
African American Athletes and Cold War Politics
DAMION L. THOMAS

“What Damion L. Thomas does in Globetrotting is put the role of athletes front and center, providing welcome depth to this well-known story line. Thomas also demonstrates how these ‘Cold Warriors’ began to control the diplomatic missions, straying from the State Department’s script to interpret their travels for themselves.”

—The Journal of American History


Cold War Games
Propaganda, the Olympics, and U.S. Foreign Policy
TOBY C. RIDER

“Rider provides an in-depth expose of the considerable value granted to athletic success. . . . Highly recommended.”—Choice

“A particularly fascinating piece of diplomatic history.”—Diplomat and International Canada


Wounded Lions
Joe Paterno, Jerry Sandusky, and the Crises in Penn State Athletics
RONALD A. SMITH

“For those well acquainted with Intercollegiate Athletics or for the casual fan this meticulous history will be a revelation. . . . What Ron Smith has done is produce a detailed indictment of an isolated administrative and athletic culture that left the institution and its representatives unable to do the right thing, when faced with a crisis.”

—Huffington Post


Changing the Playbook
How Power, Profit, and Politics Transformed College Sports
HOWARD P. CHUDACOFF

“Chudacoff’s Changing the Playbook, the latest release in the ‘Sport and Society’ series, reviews the dramatic story of modern college sports and how college sports became what it now is. . . . He focuses on business and media, making it clear that college athletics has been grappling with entertainment, academics, and money for a very long time.”—Choice
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I Wore Babe Ruth’s Hat
Field Notes from a Life in Sports
DAVID W. ZANG

“These essays deliver intelligent analysis, brilliant insights, wit, laugh-out-loud hilarity, and a disarmingly serious look at David Zang’s passion for sport and its place in his life and ours.”

—Richard Crepeau, author of NFL Football: A History of America’s New National Pastime
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